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Cover Photo:  “River Ranch Norman,” #T5947 is the resident herd sire at JBR Ranch, Christmas, Florida.  John and Barbara 

McDermott have owned Norman since he was about four months old.  Now at almost three years old, they were excited to see that 

Norman has turned out to be the wonderful herd sire they had envisioned.  He passes his great personality and color on to his 

calves.  Norman loves to butt anything and everything that is stationery around the farm, but he is gentle with people and will do 

anything for a treat.  

 
 

Your Contacts at IMZA 
 

PRESIDENT 
Judy Rohner 
Centralia, IL 
618-367-2994 
Buffalohillexotics1940@gmail.com 
Term expires:  April 2018 

DIRECTOR 
Matt Loudenbeck 
Clinton, WI 
262-206-4314 
luckyzebu@aol.com 
Term expires:  April 2017 

 
VICE-PRESIDENT 
Dean Schocker 
New Liberty, IA 
563-843-3848 
deanschocker@netins.net 
Term expires:  April 2016 

 
DIRECTOR 
Charles “Gene” Williams 
Crescent, OK 
405-969-2284 
genew2284@gmail.com 
Term expires:  April 2017 

 
SECRETARY/TREASURER 
Rick Bogle 
Sorrento, FL 
407-468-9002 
rvbogle@earthlink.net 
Term expires:  April 2017 

 
DIRECTOR 
Rick Ressler 
Weirsdale, FL 
352-223-5428 
rressler@embarqmail.com 
Term expires:  April 2016 

 
DIRECTOR 
Steve DeMoor 
Sanford, FL 
407-509-9069 
thedemoors@aol.com 
Term expires:  April 2018 

 
DIRECTOR 
Alan Blumhorst 
Nashville, IL 
618-424-7979 
Alanblumhorst@yahoo.com 
Term expires:  April 2016 

 
DIRECTOR 
Kenneth Cornwell 
Vinita, OK 
918-323-0141 
kenandmistycornwell@junet.com 
Term expires:  April 2018 
 

 
 

REGISTRAR 
Kathy Petersen 
Dewitt, VA 
407-717-0084 
imzainfo@gmail.com 
 

WEBMASTER/NEWSLETTER EDITOR 
Barbara McDermott 
Christmas, FL 
407-568-7337 
webmaster@imza.name 

Disclaimer:  The IMZA CoN*Nection is published four times per year with Spring, Summer, Fall and Winter issues.  The views and 
opinions expressed in letters or other content are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent IMZA policy.  The IMZA 
accepts no liability for any loss, damage, or claims occurring as a result of advice given in this publication or for claims made by 
advertisers or products or services in this publication. 
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President’s Message 

 

Hello everyone,  

The world is so beautiful this time of year. It is filled with new growth, a revival of nature.   IMZA is 

undergoing change, too. The Board of Directors has hired a new registrar, Kathy Petersen.   Kathy 

has a proven record of efficiency and member service. She is one of the founders of the American 

Kunekune Pig Registry and is currently serving as its registrar and president.  She comes very highly 

recommended with excellent references.  This looks to be a banner year for the International Miniature Zebu 

Association with great customer service and a fast turn-around time for all paperwork.   

Additionally, The BOD has hired a new newsletter editor, Barbara McDermott.  Barbara is also currently serving as our 

IMZA webmaster.  She has done an excellent job revitalizing the website, www.IMZA.name .  The BOD has made the 

decision to publish on-line only issues of the newsletter in order to avoid the extra, added expenses of printing and 

mailing. Barbara has offered to mail a hard copy of the newsletter to any IMZA member who does not have computer 

access or who wishes to receive it in that form.  

 Both of these women are highly-qualified, dedicated, hard-working ladies who are filled with an enthusiasm that is 

contagious. We feel very lucky to have them added to our IMZA team. Check out the new face of IMZA.   I think that you 

will be very impressed! 

Judy Rohner, IMZA President 

 

   

 

Please note that the IMZA CoN*Nection is published on-line only in pdf format.  You may see some of the same news 
and information on our website which may seem redundant; but websites are ever-changing.  By having our newsletter 
in printed form, we will always have a record of what’s been taking place in the history of the IMZA.  Currently, we have 
a few back issues available for download or viewing on the IMZA website.  If there are some IMZA members who do not 
get on the internet, please contact Barbara McDermott to make arrangements to receive a hard copy via U.S. Mail.  You 
may contact Barbara via email at webmaster@imza.name or by telephone at 407-568-7337. 
 

http://www.imza.name/
mailto:webmaster@imza.name
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Welcome to our New Members who joined IMZA from January-April 2015 
 

A C Ahem, Hickory Grove, SC 
Stacie Barnett, Sherman, IL 
Donald Brit & Latisha Bartee, Belivar, MO 
Hannah Bruse, Princeton, MO 
Kim Fox, Cypress, TX 
Victoria Hyson, Lithia, FL 
Harris Jones, Cairo, GA 
Andrew Dean Jenkins, Tipton, IA 
Jackie Kellett, Greenville, SC 
Colton Nichols, Land O’ Lakes, FL 
Tammy Suddath, Sherman, IL 
 

 

If you haven’t sent in your IMZA membership renewal, it’s time!  You can join on-line from our website at 

www.imza.name, or you can mail in your membership application.    If your contact information has changed, please 
forward new information to Dennis Beranek at Beranek@derbyworks.net, or contact the IMZA at imzainfo@gmail.com 
or 407-717-0084. 

 

A Reminder from Your Registrar:  Please check your Report of Births on your breeding stock to ensure that you have 
their permanent registrations done if they are three years old or older. We cannot register offspring unless they have 
their permanent registrations;  or are under three years of age, having Reports of Birth with the“T” at the beginning of 
their registration numbers. The Report of Birth expires when an animal reaches three years of age. 

 
 
*****SPECIAL FOR IMZA MEMBERS***** 
 
IMZA will give a 20-percent discount to anyone who hardship-registers five animals at one time.  Regular Hardship Fee of 
$50 would become $40 (for a total of $200); and AMZA-registered animals can be registered for $32 each, instead of $40 
each (for a total of $160).  Hurry while this offer lasts! 

 
 

IMZA  on Facebook 

  
Our new registrar, Kathy Petersen, is doing a great job posting pictures and information about the IMZA and miniature 
zebus on Facebook.  This is generating a lot of interest in our organization and the breed itself.  If you haven’t checked 
IMZA out on Facebook yet, check it out today.  Share your pictures and information!   
 
 

 
 
IMZA Members:  Send in your articles, photos, show reports or unique events with your miniature zebus for publication 
in the IMZA CoN*Nection and on the IMZA’s website.  Sharing your experiences with your fellow members helps 
everyone learn, including potential new miniature zebu owners!  Send to:  webmaster@imza.name. 
 
 

http://www.imza.name/
mailto:Beranek@derbyworks.net
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2015 IMZA Annual Meeting 
By Judy Rohner, President 
 
The 24th annual International Miniature Zebu Association meeting was held Wednesday, April 8, 2015, at the Flywheel 
Club located in the Macon County Fairgrounds in Macon, Missouri.  IMZA members and zebu enthusiasts gathered at the 
clubhouse at 5:30 p.m.   The evening began with a social hour followed by a picnic-style dinner of zebu burgers, courtesy 
of IMZA VP Dean Schocker, and hot dogs with all the trimmings.  The dinner was deliciously prepared and served by 
Sonny from Nolan’s Catering of Macon, MO.  
 
President Judy Rohner called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m.   After welcoming everyone and introducing BOD 
members, IMZA members and guests, the minutes from the 2014 meeting were read by Secretary Rick Bogle and 
approved. The President gave her annual address which included big, exciting news for IMZA.  A new Registrar, Kathy 
Petersen, has been employed; the registry address has changed; and a new Newsletter Editor, Barbara McDermott, has 
been hired.   
 
Following the annual address, the treasurer’s report was given by Dennis Beranek. The registrar’s report from Kathy 
Petersen was read.  The webmaster/newsletter editor’s report from Barbara McDermott was read. Then the Standing 
Committee reports were given by the chairpersons: Matt Loudenbeck-- Hardship Registration Committee and Rick 
Bogle-- Show committee. 
 
Under New Business, the membership at the meeting voted to allow the Board of Directors to do a one-time seating of 
four candidates for the BOD in four empty BOD chairs. Due to circumstances beyond the Board’s control, the election 
ballots were not mailed out by the deadline as stated in the By-laws.  The President asked the membership present at 
the meeting to grant permission to use an IMZA By-Laws clause that allows the BOD to fill empty Board seats. That 
permission was granted by a unanimous vote.  Incumbents Judy Rohner ( IL) and Steve DeMoor ( FL ) will serve three- 
year terms;  incumbent Gene Williams (OK) will serve  a two-year term;  and new BOD member Kenny Cornwell (OK) will 
serve a three-year term.  
 
Since there was no old or unfinished business, the President thanked everyone for attending and adjourned the 
meeting. Afterwards, many members and guests stayed on to visit, expressing excitement about the new face of IMZA. 

 
FREE Marketing for IMZA Members 

 
The IMZA website is a wealth of information and help to our members, as well as prospective new members.  When you 
become a member of the IMZA, you can advertise your IMZA-registered miniature zebus for sale on our FREE SALE 

BOARD on the IMZA’s website at www.imza.name.  This is a very active part of the website—people report they are 
selling their miniature zebus through the Sale Barn.   It’s FREE to IMZA members.   Another perk of becoming a member  
is having your website link added to the IMZA website’s Links page for FREE!  Just let our webmaster know—email 
webmaster@imza.name. 
 

Find Zebus like these on the IMZA’s FREE Sale Board on at www.imza.name 

 

http://www.imza.name/
mailto:webmaster@imza.name
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Meet IMZA’s Webmaster and Newsletter Editor, Barbara 
McDermott 
 
Hello everyone.  I am Barbara McDermott, your Webmaster and Newsletter Editor.   
Thought you’d like a little background info on how I got here.  
 
I grew up loving horses and cattle; but we lived in the city, and I had to satisfy my 
love for animals by collecting Marx Johnny West characters and animals.  My parents 
moved the whole family to Florida in 1969 (leaving most of Johnny and the gang 
behind), and I’ve been here ever since.   I met my husband, John, at Honeywell, 
where we both worked for 20 years until John started his own company doing the 

same type of work in 1999.  I have worked alongside John in that endeavor since 1999, and we’re still at it.  We were 
married in 1989, and we have a son, Race, who is now married, living in California with his wife, Amy, and expecting his 
first child (a boy) in April of this year—so we will be first-time grandparents!!  Update:  Maverick McGhee McDermott 
was born April 18, 2015!!! 
  
John and I acquired  a few big horses in 1994, then started raising appaloosa miniature horses in 1997.   I was first 
introduced to miniature zebus about 12 years ago but at the time had my hands full with the mini horses.  When I sold 
all my horses in 2010, my barns were empty for about two years—it was lonely, so I decided to look into miniature zebus 
once again. My husband and I went looking in November 2012 and acquired a great herd from two great Florida 
breeders (Rick Bogle and Steve DeMoor).  We’ve had five calves so far.  What fun! 
 
In my “spare” time, I create and maintain websites; and I have gotten back into my childhood toys (Johnny West)  just 
recently and now repaint/resculpt the Marx horses and create props, etc. with my brother, Billy.  John has been a life-
long motorcycle rider and enthusiast, and I’ve spent many hours riding on the back with him.  In 2008, I decided to get 
my own motorcycle and took the motorcycle safety course to get the endorsement on my license. 
     
I took over the duties of webmaster  for the IMZA’s website (www.imza.name) in April of 2013.  Since that time, we’ve 
had a lot of great response from folks who like the new look and the frequent updates.   I am always looking for 
interesting stories about our members’ miniature zebus and have appreciated everyone sending them in—BUT—we can 
always use more!  One of the best features seems to be our Sale Barn.  I receive several submissions every month, and 
these miniature zebus are selling as a direct result of being in our Sale Barn—and it’s free for our members.  I hope to 
include more information and articles from some of our long-time members to help new members learn more about 
breeding, calving, hoof-trimming, preparing for the show ring, how to train your zebu to lead, etc.   I personally have 
enjoyed reading all the Early Member/Breeder Spotlights in the past issues of the newsletter,  so I hope to interview 
more of those people for upcoming articles on the website and newsletter. 
 
Since our long-time Registrar and Newsletter Editor, Maureen Neidhardt,  retired early this year, I was asked to take 
over the editorship of the IMZA CoN*Nection, the IMZA’s official newsletter.  My first issue was out in February of this 
year.  The newsletter is now published on-line only, starting with that issue (there is a link on the IMZA website), but 
those people who do not get on-line can always get a hard copy by requesting one from me.  There is also a section on 
the website where you can access a few previous issues of the newsletter.  As with the website, I am always looking for 
handy tips, good stories and pictures for the newsletter.   
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What’s a Zebu? 
Article taken/edited from the IMZA Website’s “About Zebus” page 

 
If you have never seen a newborn Miniature Zebu calf, you don't know what you are missing.  They are so darn cute, 
almost fawn-like.  They will steal your heart.  Miniature Zebu are slow to mature.  It seems the smaller the animals, the 
older they are when they first breed.  They are a hardy breed and have a high resistance to disease.  Miniature Zebu are 
a tropical breed and handle the heat very well.  In fact, the hotter it is, the better they seem to like it.  As far as the cold 
weather, they would much rather stay in the barn.  As long as you furnish them with proper housing in the winter 
months, they will do fine.  

  
Bob Balensiefen has a "warm room" for his winter calves, 

 and he says it's the only reason they survive the horrible northern Illinois winter. 

 
Nothing definite is known as to the ancestry or original habitat of Zebu cattle.  However, Zebu cattle are known to be 
one of the oldest breeds of cattle, possibly dating back as far as 6000 B.C.  In Southern India, which is one of the 
principal cattle-raising districts of all India, there exists cattle known as "Nadudana" or small cattle.  A few of these were 
imported in the 1920's for zoological gardens in the country. 
 
On April 10, 1991, at the Lolli Brothers Auction in Macon, Missouri, 29 owners and persons 
interested in Nadudana Zebu met and agreed to form the International Miniature Zebu 
Association, IMZA.  This association is a non-profit corporation designed to collect, record and 
preserve the pedigrees of Miniature Zebu cattle; also, to publish a breeding registry and to 
stimulate and regulate any and all other matters such as may pertain to the history, breeding, 
exhibition, publicity, sale or improvement of this breed. 
 
In the current registry there are four different categories: 
 
Foundation Pure:   These animals are considered pure from their founding stock.  Their registration numbers and all 

their ancestors numbers will begin with a T or Z. 
Native Pure:   These animals are bred up from Foundation Pure animals on the sire side and Percentage 

animals on the dam side.  Once these animals reach 15/16 for females and 31/32 for males, they 
are considered Native Pure.  Their registration numbers will begin with a “P.” 

Percentage:  These female animals range from 1/2 to 7/8 percentage pure.  No new ½ (50%) percentage 
animals have been accepted since the registry was closed on April 1, 1995.  Percentage animals’ 
registration papers will state what percentage they are and will have a “P” registration number. 

Appearance   These animals have been admitted into the registry under the Hardship Program started around 
Certified: 2010 and have been certified as pure zebus based on their appearance.  Their registration 

numbers will begin with an “H.”  Offspring from these animals can be registered as Foundation 
Pure as long as one parent is registered as Foundation Pure. 
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In describing the traits which constitute "standards" for the Miniature Zebu, we lean heavily on the standards which 
evolved during the development of this breed over the past 75 years here in the United States.  Therefore, in general 
terms, our standards are as follows: 
 
Head:   Moderately long coffin-shaped skull, orbital arches not prominent, slightly convex in profile.  Forehead 

prominent. 
Horns:   Relatively short-horned (12") curving outwards and upwards, although down-swept is seen. 
Ears:    Pointed, non-pendulous or even held upright.  Usually less than 9". 
Eyes:   Medium to large, luminous. 
Neck:    Strong and fairly long. 
Hump:   Large in bulls, but not always highly developed in cows.  Placed just ahead of, or directly above, 

shoulders.  Upright and firm. 
Dewlap:   Moderately developed, free of fleshiness with few folds. 
Sheath:   Tight. 
Scrotum: Generally small compared to other beef and dairy breeds. 
Hind Quarters:  General shape above the hock joint is round.  Moderately wide at the pins. 
Udder:   Compact, well-attached, high with even quarters.  Small- to medium-length teats. 
Tail:    Long and slender, "whip-like," usually set high at rump, extending above hock. 
Legs and Feet:   Medium length, well-proportioned; strong and somewhat fine-boned.  Short fetlocks and hard, small 

hooves with equal halves and small cleft. 
Color:   Black, red, spotted or steel gray to almost pure white.  In mature bulls the neck, shoulders, and hump 

may be nearly black. 
Hair:    Short, dense and sleek. 
Size:   Measured at withers, behind the hump and not to exceed 42" at three years of age.  Mature cows 

should be 300 to 500 pounds; mature bulls from 400 to 600 pounds.  
 

      
 

 

An Easy Way to Transport  Miniature Zebu Calves 

If you don’t have a trailer, you need to find another way to transport your new miniature zebu calf. Here’s one way 
people transport them—metal dog crates.   These crates are large enough to transport a zebu calf and they come in 
different sizes.  This particular crate has a plastic bottom held in place with pins, but you may want to supplement it with 
banding or straps.  Calves may slip on the plastic when loading, so it is best to have a non-slip surface in the bottom of 
the crate, such as a rubber mat.  Tie-downs prevent the crate from moving around in the bed of the truck.  
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Meet Your New IMZA Registrar, Kathy Petersen 

I would like to take the time to tell you how delighted I am to be serving  as your 
new Registrar. 
 
It is an honor to be part of this wonderful organization.  Let me tell you a little about 
myself and my life. 
 
My husband and I manage a small-acre farm in southern Virginia where we have 
KuneKune Pigs (a docile, friendly, smaller, heritage breed of grazing pigs).  We run 
Virginia KuneKunes--the largest and most diverse herd in Virginia.  I absolutely adore 
KuneKunes and have become very active in the breed.  I am one of the original 
founders of the American KuneKune Pig Society, where I serve currently as their 

President and Registrar.  I have also served as their Vice-President, Treasurer and Newsletter Editor.  I am able to 
provide our members with a fast turnaround time for the last two years of about a week or less. 
 
My husband and I raise, train and show Australian Shepherds for over 10+ years now; and also new to our home is 
Biewer Terriers.  We manage Rockland Aussies.  We have two children that are grown and out on their own.  We have 
three beautiful granddaughters who enjoy the farm way of life, and I believe it helps to instill values and ethics that are 
no longer taught to children. 
 
Over the years, I have managed many types of businesses, from veterinarian clinics to finance companies; and most of 
my career has been in hotel management.  Most recently, I managed a Mariott property for six years.  Working 50+ 
hours a week and being gone from my home and animals became more than I wanted.  My passion is the animals, and 
my full-time job did not allow as much time for that as I wanted. 
 
I had been doing photo enhancements, photo shoots, websites and social-media marketing for my businesses and 
helping out others, as well.  The light bulb finally went off that I needed to start my own design and marketing business 
where I could do what I love--helping breeders and pet-related businesses be successful--all while working from home 
and surrounded by my animals!  So, I began just this year Competitive Advantage Marketing & Design, where I provide 
graphic design, photo enhancements, marketing, social-media management and web designs to breeders of all sorts of 
animals.  That is my passion!  Of course, I do other types of businesses, as well, but livestock and other animals are my 
passion. 
 
So, now you know a little more about me.  I think you will be very happy with my ability to provide you quick turnaround 
times on your registrations.  Sounds great, right?  Usually I will have your paperwork processed and back to you in about 
a two-week time frame.  I am delighted to say that, as of later today (4/4/15), I will be all caught up on past 
registrations; and I will be beginning to process registrations received in April by Monday. 
 
Did you know that you can help me get your paperwork back to you in a timely manner?  You can make all the 
difference by completing your paperwork completely.  Fill in all the blanks and put your member numbers beside your 
name when doing mail-in forms or forms online.  Don't forget your pictures! 
 
Never hesitate to contact me should you need assistance.  My phone number is 404-717-0084 and my email is 
IMZAinfo@gmail.com.  I really like emails!  You will see that it stays in my inbox until I have completed whatever task 
you ask of me, and it serves as a reminder to take care of your needs. 
 
I look forward to continuing to get to know you and hope that you enjoy the changes in the Registrar department of 
IMZA. 
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“Blaze,” The World’s 
Smallest Cow 
 
 
Steve DeMoor & Family of River 
Ranch, Sorrento, FL,  are proud 
to be the home of a very special 
miniature zebu named Blaze, 
who is truly the world's smallest 
cow.  Standing at just 26" tall 
(fully mature), Blaze has been 
named by Guinness Book of 
World Records to be the smallest 
cow, which blows away the 
previous record-holder who 
stands 30" tall. 

 
 

 

Why are My Newborn Calf’s Legs Bent? 

The day has finally arrived—your newborn calf is here and it has finally stood.  Upon closer inspection, you see that her 
front legs are bending the wrong way—and not just a bit.  If you have not experienced this before, it can be quite 
alarming when first seen.   This sometimes happens with miniature zebu calves.  They eventually do straighten out, but 
it can be hard to watch this new life walking on the back of its legs.  So, the word is—don’t panic.  The best way to get 
them to straighten quickly is to let your calves out so they can follow momma around the pasture and work those legs! 
 

 
Photo on the left shows newborn calf at one day old.  Photo on the right shows same calf at two weeks old. 
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                       IMZA Membership Application 
 
                              International Miniature Zebu Association 
                   17500 Hamilton Arms Court, Dewitt, VA   23840 
            PHONE: (407) 717-0084 – EMAIL:  ImzaInfo@gmail.com 
 

 
 I hereby apply for membership in the INTERNATIONAL MINIATURE ZEBU ASSOCIATION.  If accepted I agree to 
follow the rules, regulations and bylaws of the association. 
 
A remittance of $___________ is enclosed for Payment of membership fees  payable in U.S. FUNDS). 

 Active Membership ($35 per year) 
 Associate Membership ($25 per year) 
 Youth membership ($15 per year) 
 One-year sponsored membership gifted to non-member by active member ($20 per year)  

 
Date _____________________________ Member No.: (If Renewing) _________________ 
 
Name of Membership  ______________________________________________________________ 
(Individual, Firm, Corp., etc.   Cattle are to be registered in this name) 

 
Authorized Signature  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Complete Address  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
    ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Preferred Contact Phone: ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Alternate Contact Phone: ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Email address:   ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Website address:  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Occupation   ______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________ Preferred Prefix to use when naming your Zebu (to avoid name duplication).  (Can be 

abbreviated form of Ranch/Farm or Business name or can be initials.) 
 
Number of Zebus Owned: ________ Females ________ Males 
 
Please check the information you would like to appear on the IMZA’s Website Member Lists: 
 
_____Name   _____ Address   _____   Phone  _____Email   _____ Website address 
 
 

PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:   IMZA 
17500 Hamilton Arms Court, Dewitt, VA   23840 

 

mailto:ImzaInfo@gmail.com

